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A b s t r a c t : In this paper a methad for the computation of a n
optimal infinite horizon Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
two-degree of freedom controller using the Youia parametrization is extended to tadiie the frequency weighted LQG control
problem and the more general problem of LQG control in a
prescribed (arbitrary) domain of stability. In parcidar, it
is shown that in the case of LQG with a prescribed degree
of stability, our procedure gives considerably better results
than the ones proposed in the literature [2, 111, since it is not
based on a modified control criterion.

1 Introduction
Suppose a scalar plant Po, described as a proper rational
transfer function, is specified, and that it is desired to stabilize
Po using some feedback compensator. If u and v denote the
plant input and output, respectively, u is a disturbance signal
and r denotes the external input, then the most general linear
time invariant feedback controller stabilizing the system y =
Pou u is given by u = CI r
C2 y. The equations that
describe the closed loop system are
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T h e o r e m 1.1 (101 The triplet (Po. Cro. Czo) is stable if and
only if NpNc,+DpDc is o unit o j S (i.e. its inverse belongs
m
to S).
Note that the closed loop stability requires that (iVc,.Dc)
be coprime.
T h e o r e m 1.2 [lo] Let PO= NpD;' with Np,Dp E S and
(Np,Dp) coprime. Let (lVc,,Dc) be any two elements of S
such that the following Bezout equation holds

+ D p D c = 1.

NpiVc,

(2)

Then the set (denotedC(R, S)) of all two-parameter compensators that stabilize Po is given by

(CI=

C(R, s)=

R
C+S!VP

Nc?-SDp :R,S E s}. (3)
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The previous Theorem provides powerful tools. It says that,
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We say that the triplet (Po, CI,
C2) is stable, and that the
pair (GI, Cz) stabilizes Po, if and only if eackof the four elements of H(Po, 4 .C2) represents a stable system.
It is well h o r n that if one stabilizing controller is available,
then the set of all stabilizing controllers can be e.mressed as
a Function of the plant and this initial controller using the
sc-called Youla parametrization: see e.g. [lo].
We first recall the procedure that allows the design of twodegree of freedom LQG controllers using the two-parameter
Youla parametrization of all stabilizing controllers [I?, 101.
All results apply for both the discrete and continuous time
case and are expressed for scalar systems; the extension to
the multivariable case is straightforward.
Let Po = rVpDpl be a coprime factorization of PO, where
iVp. Dp E S, the ling of proper stable rational functions.
] [NC,~Vc.]D;' be a coprime factorLet Co = [CIOC ~ O=
ization of some two-degree of freedom controller Co, where
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Nc,, NG,, D c E S. It is now routine to verify that

dom controllers, by means of fractional representations.
In this paper, ow. basic control design criterion is the following LQG index (expressed here in discrete time)
L
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where d is the delay in the plant. We shall always assume
d
1. The signals r, and u, are, respectively, modelled as
the output of a reference model and a noise model driven by
independent white noise sequences.
The solution to the minimization problem (4) using the Youla
parametrization was first presented in [I?]. It is recalled in
Section 2. The procedure in [I?] provides an analytic solution
to the infinite horizon LQG control problem in a polynomial
setting. It is useful for computations by hand and can easily
be implemented on a computer. in addition, the methodology
is very trimparent:
It can easily be generalized to cope with the frequency
weighted LQG tracking problem, see Section 3.
It has allowed us to shed some light on the continuity
question using the tools of coprime factor perturbations
in the case of an LQG control criterion: see [I].
A major benefit of the Youla parametrization is that constraints on the closed loop poles can easily be imposed
by replacing the usual stability domain over which the

>

coprime factors of Po and Co are expressed by more restricted domains. in this paper, we use chis property
to provide an approximate solution to the constrained
LQG problem using the Yoda parametrization.
For the LQG design problem with a prescribed stability
margin (i.e. all closed loop poles to the left of -a in
continuous time), we show that our new computational
procedure achieves a significantly lower cost than the
"classical" approach of Anderson and Moore [2] that introduces an exponential weighting term into the original
criterion.
The outline of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall
the procedure that allows the computation of infinite horizon two-degree of freedom LQG controllers using the twoparameter Yoda parametrizatjon of all stabilizing controllers
[12]. In Section 3, we derive the solution of the frequency
weighted LQG control problem. In Section 4, the problem of
LQG control with a prescribed general domain of stability is
tadded. We show that the methods available in the literature [2, 7, 11) that are based on conformal mappings are not
optimal. We prove that the optimal cost achieved by the classical "unconstrained" controller can be appioached as closely
as desired by a sequence of controllers of increasing order that
put the closed loop poles in the required domain of stability.
We use this result to present a n e w computational procedure.
In Section 5 , we particdxize our results to the case of LQG
control with a prescribed degree of stability. In Section 6,
we show with a numerical example that the classical method
for the computation of an LQG controller with a prescribed
stability margin [3, 51 is far from optimal with respect to the
original unmodified LQG criterion. We conclude in Section 7.

2

Computing LQG controllers using the
Youla parametrization

Let C = [CI Cz] be any controller in the set C(R,S ) defined
above, see (3). The transfer funcdons corresponding to (I),
with Bezout identity ((2 holding, are now given by

4 s was shown in [I?], the control criterion JLQG
decomposes

as follows (using Paneval's theorem'):

straightforward to show that by completing the square, the
LQG control criterion can be rewntten2 as:
J L Q ~ ( R . S=) T t r ( R )+Jd,(S)

(9)

INp12+XIDp(2
with

A and D being minimum phase, stable and of relative degree
zero3.
The minimizing R and S are given by:

hP,=

D-'[z-~u-*N$~,].,,

(14)

S-pe = -d-'[d-"~],~,
which clearly shows that

(15)

= ?lr(Rspt)+?dp(Sop,)

(16)

+

Jc

Remark: Every finite rational transfer function H can be
decomposed into the sum of its stable and unstable part,
ar follows (See e.g. [12, 101.). Expand H
H = [H].t+[H]...r,
into partial fractions (unique decomposition) and a polynois the sum of the terms
mial; then [HI,. (respectively [H]...,)
corresponding to poles in the open left half plane (respectiveiy
in the closed right balf plane) in continuous time and inside
(respectively on or outside) the unit circle in discrete tlme.
The improper part of H is assigned to the unstable part.
The constant part is either assigned to the stable part (in
continuous time applications) or partly to the stable and the
unstable part (in discrete time applications when optimizing
over all proper controllers) [lo].

3

where d, and Q, are the spectra corresponding to + and u .
It is shown in [la] that the stable minimizing R and S can
be computed analytically by means of spectral factorizations
and projections, i.e. by taking stable parts. Indeed, it is

+ J, ,

where

Frequency weighted
problem

LQG tracking

The method described above can be generalized to cope with
the frequency weighted LQG tradcing problem when LQG
index (4) is replaced. by the following frequency weighted criterion
'If S =

5

of relative degree d, with A and B polynomials.

A.,:y'

in continuous time and a Ids'(in
then S* is defined as
discrete rime (51.
'The integration bounds have been omitted to stress the fact
nI'- the continuous time case, the relative degree zero constraint
and
that che expressions are valid in both the continous (
cannot always be imposed. In ruch cases. the infimum of JLqG
discrete time m e
The delay zd in the expression of JLqG ir not attained for any S E S. However, one can rcill compute
and in all the corresponding expressions that will follow has ro be inisGs JLqc(S) and construct a family (S, E S) ruch that J(S,)
discarded in the conrinvous time case.
approaches the infimum as c ---t 0. See [lo]for details.

(Sz-).

r-:-)
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where f ( 2 ) and Fz(z) are welshting functions [linear filters)
to be chosen. It is easily verified that the opcrmal Youla
pararnecers are given by

--,

So,, = -A
--i

This parametrization provides incerestinq tools to compute
an LQG controller that guarantees a prescribed deqee of stability and/or a minimum damping racio for the closed loop
system. Typical domains of stability For concinuous time a p
plications are

---

[A GI,.
-4--*

Rapt = 7J [r

2,

We now "se che results of Section 2, together with the results
of Theorem 4.1, to address che solution of the following constrained optimization problem (expressed here in continuous
time):

IF~I~Gdrlsx

with

subject to
u=C~(s)r+Cz(s)y
closed loop poles are in D.
By choosing the right frequency weights one can, for example, compute regulators that have integral action ( F E= 5
or F2 = +) or that eliminate sinusoidal disturbances. The
procedure is also very easy to implement in contrast with
the classical method that recasts the frequency weighted
LQG problem as a non frequency weighted LQG problem
with modified transfer functions P = PAPlF;'. ?C = Firt and
Bt = Fl u i , and wich
- the
- optimal twc-degree of freedom controller resulting. [CI C.11, related to the optimal controller
of the frequency weighted problem by C I = F ~ C Iand
Cz = F2
C?.

FrL
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LQG control with a prescribed domain
of stability

Quite often, the objective of control system design is not
merely to stabilize a given plant Pa but to place the closed
loop poles in some pre-specified region of stability. In this section, we consider the problem of designing controllers which
minimize an LQG control cost while placing the closed loop
poles in an arbitrary prescribed domain of stability D.
Thus. given Po and a domain of stability D, the problem is to
parametrize all compensators such that the closed loop transfer matrix H(Pa. CI , Cz) has all its poles in the prescribed
domain of stability. It can be shown [lo] that Theorem 1.2
carries over in toto if S, the ring of all proper stable functions,
is replaced by SD, the ring of all proper transfer functions
with poles in the domain of stability D.
T h e o r e m 4.1 Let Pa = !VpDpi with IVP,DP E So and
(:Vp, D p ) coprime in So [ I O ] . Let (iVc,,Dc) be any two
elements of SD such that the following Berout equation hold3

Then the set ldenotedCo)
- , of
. all two oararneter compensators
such that the closed loop transfer function H(Pa, C I ,Cz) has
all its ~ o l e sin D is oiuen b y

R
c+SA'p

, C?= !Vc'-SDp:

Dc+S~Vllp

R.SESD}.

(19)
8

(2?)

We consider a general domain of stability D, open, symmetric
w.r.t the real axis and contaiaing at least one real number,
and the corresponding ring So [lo]. The LQG cost JLQG
splits as in (6). Here we study the minimization of ?dr w.r.t.
all S E So, and we treat the continuow time case only. The
minimization of Jt, w.r.t. all R E So and the dixrete time
case are very similar. With Np, Dp, 'Vc2 and Dc defined as
in Theorem 4.1 and A and 5 computed as in (12) and (13),
we have I d , = j[AS +rl-*DII:.
From the results of Section 2,
we have
= ?dr((Sopt) with Sops given by (15). We will
assume that the infimum is achieved for some Sop, 6 So,
which is the non trivial case.
Many procedures in the literature are based on che conscnrction of the analytic map that transforms the constraint region
into the open left half-plane (OLHP) to obtain a modified
concml criterion [3. 11. 71. Indeed, every simply connected r e
$on D in the OLHP is conformally equivalent to the OLHP.
This means that there exists a conformal onetc-one mapping
of D onto che OLHP [a]. This mapping is called the SchwmChristoffd transformation. Let @ b e this conformal mapping.
We can then introduce the modiiied minimization problem:

x?

A

where
and 5 are computed o? che bas? of t h e transformed coprime factors ivp, D P , :Vc, and DC (X = @(X)
for X = !Vp. D p , :Vcl and Dc) and the transformed noise
model using (12)and (13). Notice that the interest of using
the conformal mapping Q is to construct a modified minimization problem where scabilityjs again understood in the
denote the optimal scclassical sense of Section 2. Lec SOPI
lution obtained by the prpcedure of Section 2. We can then
defrne by S s d = Q-'(S.,,)
the optimal Youla parameter
associated to the controller that is optimal for the modified
control problem (23) on the original system. We have the
following result:

Indeed, since Sop,@ So. it follows that @(Sop.)@ S. Therefore Q(SOp,)cannoc be asolution of the modified problem (23)
and since So,, is the unique opcimal solution of the unconscrained problem, the strict inequality holds. We trill use

this inequality to show thac there exist concroiiers ihac sacisfy
- the pole constraints and achieve a lower unmodified cost4
Jdr than the one achieved by ~y
o,d.
Consider now ihe problem
inf IlAS ;
A-'sll:
SESD

Since A has all its poles and zeros in the OLHP, it can always
be factored as a product AtAz where At has relative degree
zero and has all its zeros in D. The problem (25) is then
equivalent with the following minimization problem:

Thus, the minimization problem corresponds to finding the best approximant in the Lz(A2A;dw) sense of
[-!A2A;)-LA;-G]
E L2(AzA;dw) by a rational function
A I S with S constrained to be in SD. It turns out, however, thac S D is not closed in Hz and a fortiori noc in
L2(AzA$dw)j. As a result there might not exist a closest
point to [-(&A;)-'A;*B]
in SD in the Lz(A2ATdw) sense.
It can nevertheless be shown using Runge's Theorem [8] that
SD is dense in HZ for the L>(dw) norm. thus also for the
Lz(AzA;dw) norm. In other words. SOPI,which in general
does not belong to SD, can be approximated arbitrKily well
in the Lz(A2A;dw) norm by some sequence {S,, E So} such
that 7dr(S,) converges to the infimum6 7:; of Jdr(S) on S
as n --t w, with
-inf
Jdr

-

= Jdr(Sopr) = I I [ A - * B I ~ ~ ~ . I I ~

(28)

It then follows from (24) that. for n s d a e n t l y large

which clearly shows that there exists a controller (possibly
of high order) that achieves a lower original unmodified cost
than the one achieved by the conformal mapping method controller. Relation ('29) shows chat methods that use conformal
mappings (or equivalent methods in the time domain) to obtain a modified control criterion are not optimal with respect
to the original unmodified criterion. We will show below that
our new computational method will produce a sequence of
eubopcimal controllers that all achieve the pole contraints
and approach the infimum of the control cost as closely as
desired, whatever the domain of stability.
We have thus shown thac one can construct a family of twodegree of freedom controllers {(GI., CZ.)} that all stabilize P
in the sense that all closed loop poles.lie in D. The achieved
cost ? L Q G ( R ~S.n ) corresponding to (GI,, Cz,), converges to
-1nf
-1nf
-inf
JLqG = Jdr
Jlr , the value of the cost that is achieved by

+

'Even in the trivial case where Sop. E S o , there erisc examples
(as will be shown by a numerical example in Section 6) where

+

SZd.
jIn other words, it can be shown that a sequence of functions
in
E S D that converges in the L>(A?A;du) sense. does not necessarily eonwrge to a function f f So. Rephrasing this mathematically, we obtain:
3 f n E SD such that llJn - /11L2,A?A;~w,
-+ 0. with fa E
Lz(A2A;dw) and f E SD.
6 B y the same argument. it follows chac
7"f J,, = J
p
IIID-'.~~+rlunltll~.
(2;)
Recall thac we treat the conrinuous time case. i.e. d = 0.
sop<

iC;''. C?op') obtained with Rp,and So,,.
Remark: In practice. in order for (29) to hold. it is often
enough to take a low order 'lS~-approximanc"of So,,.
X constructive procedure: It may very well happen that
bps
and Sop,belong to S o . In such case, the two-degree
of freedom controller (C:P'. C;") is the optimal solution to
the conscr&ned problem. Consider now the case where Sop,
does not belong to SD. The treatment of the case where
RP, 6 S o is identical. It is then necessary to factorize Sop,
in a factor that belongs to S D and one that belongs to S\SD.
This part is chen approximated by a function in SD, in the
following way. Denote by S.",":' the factor of.Sop, with poies
in D
e the complement of D in the left half plane.
Then S
':;
can be expanded as follows:

,

where -p is a pole in D. To perform this expansion, use the
change of variable z =
expand S$Y(r) around z = 0,
and do the inverse transformation. By truncating this series, one obtains a n approximation of S$'(z) a t any level of
accuracy. The approximant for SoPC
is then found by multiplication of the factor in SD and the appmximant of the
factor in S\SD. The numerator N ( s ) of St:t'(s) is chosen
in such a way that the approximant for Sop,in S o remains
proper. The degree of the controller that results from this
procedure depends on the number of terms that are needed
to obtain a reasonable fit in the approximation of the "Dunstable" part and is typically high.
in practice, we are always interested in a low order controller, i.e. we are looking for low order "SD-approximants"
of the optimal Youla parameters. The low order "So appmximants" obtained by truncation of (30) are in general far from
optimal w.r.6. the constrained LQG problem (21)-(22). It is
therefore better to compute low order "SD approximants" of
the optimal Youla paramecen by solving a constrained minimization of the following type:

&,

under the constraint that all the poles of Sapprox(a)
lie in
the domain of stability D . Sapprox(a)
has the desired M c M Ian degree and structure and n is a parameter vector (zeros.
poles, . ..).
Note: The preceding constructive procedure can also be used
to tackle the problem of H, optimal controi in a prescribed
domain of stability D. Let I i ( s ) be a stabilizing fim controller and let L(s) be any controller thac achieves the pole
contraints but does not necessxily meet the H, constraint.
Using a Youla-parametrization based on fractional representations of the plant and of L(s), which are "D-stable", IC(s)
can be described in terms of a Youla parameter S(s) ( 6 SD).
Then S(s) is approximated (arbitrarily closely) by S.ppro.(~)
which has domain of stability D.

5

Special cases of stability domains

We have shown in the previous section chat methods to compute LQG controllers with a prescribed domain of stability
which are based on qonformal mappings are not optimal with
respect to the original unconstrained cost. In addition. the

Schwan-Christoffel transformation thac maps a generalized
domain of stability D onto the OLHP is not rational in most
cases of interest'. Yevertheless, most methods for the computation of an LQG controller wich a prescribed domain of
stability in the literature use this mapping [?, 7, 111.
One case that is treated in the literature is the case of LQG
control with a prescribed degree of stability. That is, for some
prescribed a > 0, the states z ( t )must approach zero at leasc
as fast as e-=' in the continuous time, case [3, 51. The domain
of stability (for continuous time applications) is of the type
D={s:Res<-a,

a>O).

(32)

6

Numerical example

To illuscrate the methods proposed above, let us take a sysrem
described by the s-domain transfer function Po(s) =
We
propose to compute an LQG controller for this plant wich
as design parameten X = 0.001, 6. = 1 (i.e. a flat noise
spectrum) and m, = *.
In a first step, we compute
the optimal controller without any constraint on the domain
of stability using the method of Section 2 and then we show
how the method proposed in Section 4 can be used to solve
the problem with D = {s : Re s 5 -?) as stabitity d o m a i ~ ! ~ .
Consider the following coprime factorization of Po:

A.

In [2] a solution to this problem was proposed by minimizing
the following modified criterion (expressed here in continuous
times):
T

e2"' ([y(t) - r(t)I2

+ X[u(t)12) dt.

(33)

This solution is also discussed in [3, 51. The strategy that
is adopted in solving this modified problem a to introduce
transformations that convert the problem to a regutator problem of the type considered in Section 2, with signals that are
redefined as follows:
~ ( t ) = e " \ ( t ) , ; ( t ) = e ~ ~ u ( t )?(t)=em>(t)
,
and<(t)=e"%(t). (34)

Uslng the properties of the Laplace transformg, this corresponds to shifting the poles and zems of !VP, DP, Nc,, DC
(defined as in Theorem 4.1), the reference and the nolse model
by a , i.e. replacing s by s - a. The input-output relations
(1) are thus replaced by

n = d p ~-iDP(J%,

-

BPS) it
$ = ~ ~ P R ~ + D P ( D C + ~ ~ P ~ )(35)
~ ?

where x ( s ) = X(s-a). Let kp,
and
denote the optimal
solutions obtained by the procedures of Section ? for this
modified problem. We then have
u(t)

= e-"tz?(t)andu= DpR:Gd

y(t)

= e--'Q(t) and

r-Dp(Nc2-DpSSd)v

y= N p R S d r + Dp(Dc+!VpSSd)v

(36)

where km,"
=pk p r ( s + O Land
)
SSd = jOp,(s +a).
It can easily be seen that the minimization of (33) is performed by use of the conformal mapping that maps the domain of stability D of (32) onto the open left haif-plane
(OLHP): i.e. a translation in this case. The method proposed above, zs well as the ones proposed in [3, s], make it
possible to compute a controller which achieves a closed-loop
system with a prescribed degree of stability a by minimizing
the modified criterion (33). However, as is shown in Section 4, the controller obtained by this method is not optimal
with respect t o the original unmodified control index subject
to the constraint of producing closed loop poles to the left of
-a, i.e. chere exist other controllers (possibly of the same
order) that achieve a lower cost and satisfy the closed loop
consrraints. The reason for this is that the formulation of the
problem differs from the constrained minimization problem
(21)-(22). We will illustrate chis by an example in Section 6 .
'It doer not make sense, in these cases, to work with rational
approximants of @ !
'The discrecc time case can be tackled in a similar way.
'F(s - 0 ) H en' f ( t ) where F(s)is che Lapiace transform of

I(!).

Note that (NP, DP) are also copnme in SD. By solving the
B a o u t ident~ty(.?), we obtain the follomng stabilizing controller:

This controller is stabilizing in the classical sense and in the
restricted sense since the closed loop pole is -3 wich a multiplicity of two. This controller serves as the "initial" controller
in the sets (3) and (19).
We first solve the unconstrained LQG problem using the formulas of Section 2. This yields:

Wenote that Rap. g SD because it contains an "unstable" (in
the sense of the domain D) pole ac -1. The transfer function
of the corresponding dosed loop system is

The upper curve (with unbroken line) in Figure 1 shows the
closed loop response to the reference input with spectrum 0,.
The optimal control cost 3::~ that corresponds to the in%
mum value of the cost in the constrained case can be com-.nt
i n f
puted from (28) and (27): 7?hG = Jdl
Jtr ; ics d u e
is 37.0049. The solution of the consrrained problem is now
found by approximating the "unstable" factor of &, by a
function in So:

+

Co

R?;:

=

2
=
s f 1

,=i

A
(S + 2 ) J

where p, = 1 Vj.

(41)

By truncating this series, we obtain the following serires of
"So approximants" of R..,:

If we plug the expressions of R I , Rz and R3 in che controller
Ct (see (19)). we obtain the followmg expressions for the
closed loop transfer function:

.,-.
char D is not a ~ i i domain
d
oi stability in the sense
defined in Section 4 since it is not open. From an applications
point of view. chis does noc make much difference.
'ONote

I / /
'I

n

' 3

1 ~ 2 ~37.959
.

3

15

'4

i7.m 37.062 l3i.019 37.008 l37.006

~

Table 1: LQG

conrrols costs achieved by the controllen cormspending to an "SD apprournants of bpi truncated at the nth
term.
The dash-dotted lines in Figure 1 show responses to the
reference input of the closed loop system corresponding to
the sequence of approximants of %,.
By taking a sufficient number of terms in the approxirnacion of R,,,, we approach the behaviour of the controller that achieves the infimum control cost. The corresponding concrol costs
=
Jdr[S,)
+Ttr(R,)
can
be
computed
from
(11)
and
(10):
see
. .
. .
. .
. .

?yQG

.
o,.

-.-

0.2-

."

Figure 1: Top line:

3,

reference r i b a l r ( t ) with spectrum d,. The
other lines are the responses to che reference input of the optimal
unconstrained closed loop transfer function T?.(S) (-) and of the
(s). T3
(s)
constrained closed loop transfer functions Ti,(s), T2
Y'
Y*
and q r ( 8 ) (--.), from boctom to cop.

Table 1 and recall that 7th. = 37.0049. lf we now look a t
the minimization of the modified criterion (33) with a = ?,
we obtain the following Youla paramecerj:

sop,

=

+

-261.99 ( s 4.i7)
mod
-?6.65
(S
6) ( s 33.87) and R.,, = (s 33.87)

+

+

+

(42)

--.

and the corresponding closed loop transfer function:

= N~R:;~ =

T;~(s)

(S

+

~"
3

-26.65
3) ( s 33.87) '

+

(43)

S o t e that, despite rhe fact that So,, was optimal in the
constra~nedand unconstrained case, we have Sopr#
The dashed line in Figure 2 shows the corresponding re-

sSd.

-mod

The LQG control cost JLQG
=
J d , ( S Z d ) +Jt,(RrGd) for this controller is 45.45. We note
from Table 1 that even w t h a fvst order "SD-approximant"
R, of the unconstrained
our new technique achieves a
better cost than the classical approach using the modified mterion (33). Is it possible to do any better with a controller of
the same Mc~Millandegree as the one corresponding to Rt ?
Yes, if we take as Youia parameters Sop,E SD and

sponse t o the reference input.
-

a,,,

+

lim s ( h P t
3-co

(44)

Rap, and R

.,,...

- Rapprox)+0.

(45)

The dash-dotted line in Figure shows the response to the
reference input of T!p'ox.
This value of the LQG cost -LOG
,.
-can only be achieved by taking the controller corresponding
to a third order approxirnacion in (41) and is much lower
than the cost achieved by che controller computed using the
modified criterion (33).

f

7

..

7o

1,,

Fieure 2: Too line: reference r i-k a l r ( t ) with soectrum m.. The
other lines are the responses to the reference Input of the optima1
unconstrained closed loop transfer function Tyr(s)
(-) and of the
constrained closed loop transfer functions Ti&) (...), T F d ( s )
(---) and T,?~Prox(~)
(--.).
a prescribed degree of stability, the resuits obtained by our
method are far less conservative than the ones based on the
modification of the LQG criterion.
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